STARTUP DAY @ Cyber Week
Exhibition & Conference
Monday, June 24th – ALL DAY!
Porter Building, Tel Aviv University

In cooperation with:

Sponsored by:

Cyber Week is an annual conference bringing together international
cyber experts, industry leaders, start-ups, investors, academics,
diplomats and government officials. Through expert speakers and
high-level content, Cyber Week provides a forum for the exchange of
knowledge, methods and ideas.
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Email: dan@cyabra.com
US: +1-646-666-3997 IL: +972-54-8141030
Website: www.cyabra.com

BREACH & ATTACK SIMULATION

The Problem

Nowadays, brands are not able to see through fake actors’ influence (fake news) over their real
audience - Therefore, their brand images suffer from irreversible damage.
Fake actors are everywhere - February 2018, Mercedes posted a quote by the Dalai Lama on
Instagram. It brought thousands of angry users on FB and TW, and Mercedes apologized multiple
times. The incident drew media attention all over the world, caused share-value to drop and generated
a public outcry by pro-Tibetan activist and Western influencers.

The Solution

Cyabra protects brands from fake
news attacks on social media
platforms.
We provide a Software-as-aService platform, which identifies
bad actors on social media
platforms (such as bots,
sockpuppets and trolls) within
minutes, and helps devise the right
remediation strategy.

THE EFFECTIVE APPROACH TO
CYBER SECURITY VALIDATION
Cymulate Breach and Attack Simulation platform allows you to test your security assumptions, identify possible
security gaps and receive actionable insights to improve your security posture automatically!
It works by simulating a multi-vector, internal or external attack, which includes the very latest vulnerabilities
derived from Cymulate’s research unit. The result is a comprehensive validation of your organization’s current
security posture status – delivered immediately and with a zero false positive.

OUR SOLUTIONS
Cymulate’s platform comprehensively exercises your defenses with the industry’s widest range of attack vectors,
providing an Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) simulation of your security posture at all times. Test your network’s
ability to cope with pre-exploitation-stage threats in Email, Browsing, and WAF. Analyze your ability to respond
to real incidents with our post-exploitation solutions as the Hopper, Endpoint and Data Exfiltration And improve
awareness among employees against phishing, ransomware and other attacks. Gain a clear picture of your
vulnerabilities from every point of exposure and learn what will really happen when you are attacked.
Immediate
Threat

We apply Machine Learning and
NLP to detect abnormal behaviors
from fake actors.

Web
Gateway

Pricing & Traction

We serve customers such as RBC, PMI, Interpol, the Israeli Intelligence Agency and more from
all over the world.
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No. of Social Profiles

10,000
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120,000

Unlimited

Monthly Pricing

$5,000

$15,000

$40,000

$80,000

The executive team has dozens of years in cybersecurity, and applies it to protect brands, with
Advisory Board members such as the Former Deputy Director of the Mossad (overseas intelligence).
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YOU ARE 7 MINUTES AWAY FROM
KNOWING IF YOU ARE SECURE!

o i t a ti o n

ABOUT CYMULATE
Cymulate was founded in 2016 by an elite team of former IDF intelligence officers and leading cyber researchers with robust
experience in offensive cyber solutions. Cymulate helps companies stay one step ahead of cyber attackers with a unique breach
& attack simulation platform that empowers organizations with complex security solutions to safeguard their business-critical
assets. By mimicking the myriad strategies hackers deploy, the system allows businesses to assess their true preparedness
to handle cyber security threats effectively. An on-demand SaaS-based platform allow users to run simulations 24/7 from
anywhere, shorten the usual testing cycle, and speed up time to remediation.

www.cymulate.com
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Nanolock Security
NanoLock Security: Cloud-to-Flash Powerful Defense for Connected Edge Devices

NeuraLegion

12/17/2018

NeuraLegion - Executive Summary - Google Docs

NanoLock Security, winner of the Mobile World Congress 2019 4FYN Startup Competition, is a
ground-breaking cybersecurity company delivering protection and management of the connected devices
and systems that are crucial to the success of key industries like smart cities, infrastructure, automotive,
and telecoms. NanoLock is disrupting connected edge device security with a unique approach for secure
updates and trustworthy management by protecting the entire chain of system vulnerability—from deeply
.embedded endpoints to the cloud and up into the enterprise management layer
Manufacturers and management in these industries benefit from NanoLock’s CPU- and OS-agnostic technology that is integrated directly into any device memory, making the go-to-market cycle shorter than the
industry average with no additional costs to the device or the flash itself and virtually zero processing pow.er or energy consumption, for guaranteed device-to-cloud integrity
Powerful IoT Edge Protection
NanoLock ensures that the device is protected from manipulation—even if the CPU is inevitably hacked.
For instance, even if a hacker does gain access to a NanoLock protected device, they won’t be able to alter
or access the protected data in the flash. In this event, the user would receive a notification and then be
able to restore the flash through the secure channel, effectively shutting down the hacker’s access. What’s
more, NanoLock’s Management of Things (MoT) platform also gives organizations deploying this solution
.both management and security
Secure Tunnel for OTA updates
NanoLock creates an end-to-end solution that secures the entire chain of IoT system vulnerability—from
deeply embedded endpoints to the cloud and up into the enterprise management layer—by identifying
and securing the single critical path that a persistent attacker must pass through. NanoLock has developed
a cloud-to-flash IoT device security and management technology that blocks hackers from manipulating
the IoT software of the device by creating a secure channel between the cloud and the flash memory in the
edge device; this enables secure update all the way from the cloud to the flash memory, regardless of the
.status of the network, the status of the processor, or the software version installed in the flash
Tremendous Savings of Operational Costs
NanoLock’s security management and update mechanism decreases operational costs and enables regular
maintenance and frequent secure remote updates for less downtime scenarios. It also alleviates the burden
of security expenditures by shifting the security expenses from CAPEX to OPEX with no upfront investments
and only a small annual fee per controlled device. NanoLock’s powerful management platform is a single
end-to-end solution with mutual protection during regular operations and FOTA updates creating tremendous ROI opportunities for organizations that are managing IoT devices, allowing them to offer secured-up.dates-as-a-service to their customers

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Company Name
NeuraLegion
Company Contact
Shoham Cohen

Business Overview
Software applications are becoming one of the biggest sources for data breaches in almost
all enterprises. The Application security testing market is a rapidly growing market.
NeuraLegion provides an intuitive Application Security Testing solution which
revolutionizes the AST industry.

Shoham@NeuraLegion.com

Company

+972-54-250-8239

NeuraLegion is an early stage startup, established in 2017. NeuraLegion’s approach to the
AST market is based on two pillars: the ﬁrst is to allow any user the use of AST, even

Sector
Cyber Security - AST
Product
NexPloit
Operating Team
Shoham Cohen, CEO
Bar Hofesh, CTO
Art Linkov, Chief Scientist
Prospective Customers
Internet Companies
Fintech Companies

without a Cyber-Security background, and the second pillar is to improve the quality of
legacy AST results. NeuraLegions’ solution, NexPloit, is based on a proprietary
reinforcement learning genetic algorithm, which provides the users with a high quality
solution based on NeuraLegion’s unique approach to the AST market.

Market
Gartner reports the total AST market at over
800 million for 2019 with a forecasted growth to 1.3
billion by 2022. Most current solutions require lengthy
integration, produce false positives, and require the
purchasing of expensive licenses. These solutions cost
unnecessary time, money and manpower. Moreover,
with a limited number of security experts and a high
demand, such experts are becoming increasingly expensive.

Solution

Education Companies

NexPloit is the next generation of Application Security
Testing (AST). Designed to be used throughout the SDLC,
NeuroLegion o ers a pay-by-usage model requiring minimal

Investment Sought
2 Million USD

integration. NexPloit continuously generates new malicious
scenarios. These scenarios are tested until an attack on the

Use of funds
Marketing
Global expansion
R&D

Status

target has uncovered a vulnerability, pinpointing the location
in the code the vulnerability is linked to. With one NexPloit
session, you get a weeks worth of Pen tester results, at the cost of 6 hours work.
NexPloit, launched in August 2018, has achieved
the following:
● Signed customers generating revenue with
potential to double that revenue over the next
6 months.
● Established relationships with global partners
● Completed POC with QA automation. Plans to expand to their clients.

www.NeuraLegion.com
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WDAzdeceFN_YZ0kYicwmtcqGgPxwtWEyaPjqZxFzkh4/edit#
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Segasec

Protect Your Customers from
Online Fraud and Phishing Scams
More than $150 billion was stolen in 2017 from customers.
Can you keep your customers safe?
By abusing your brand identity and assets, attackers trick users into disclosing sensitive data and private information.
These ‘out of the perimeter’ threats could be hiding anywhere in the infinite web, and by the time they’ve come to
your attention, it may be too late.
The obvious implications of online fraud are financial, legal, and privacy-related. But the biggest damage is to your
brand, and losing your customers’ trust.

Segasec’s Digital Threat Protection Solution
1

Proactive Intelligence

Quadrillions of scans 24/7 identify
brand-related manipulation and fraud.

3

Remediation

2 Threat Detection Agent
Powerful web agent uncovers
non-brand related threats.

PATENT-PENDING

Lightning-fast automated Block and
Take-Down takes the problem off
your hands entirely.

CISO of a Fortune
500 EMEA Bank

DETECTION

RESPONSE

4

Mitigation

Smart deception technology
by a click of a button.

“Before working with Segasec, we detected only the tip of the iceberg
of threats, and it took us days and sometimes weeks to take them
down. Segasec’s proactive approach has allowed us to find threats no
other anti-fraud tools found, stop them within minutes, and pre-empt
attacks before they affect our customers.”

All In One Solution
Covering both detection and response

Entirely Managed Service
Taking the problem out of your hands entirely

Proactive Detection
As early as a hacker’s intent

Unique Deception Technology
Making stolen data unusable and leading
attackers into traps

We Discover What Others Can’t
Coverage of all phishing use cases

No Integration and Zero Onboarding
Start gaining value within minutes

CONTACT US FOR A DEMO | Info@segasec.com | +1-650-963-5710 | https://segasec.com
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Platform Insurance Cyber Unbreakable :TabooKey
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Valid Network

XM Cyber

SIMULATE, VALIDATE & REMEDIATE
ATTACK PATHS TO YOUR CRITICAL ASSETS

ARE YOUR CROWN JEWELS REALLY SECURE?
Hackers capitalize on human errors such as misconﬁgurations, shadow IT, and lack of awareness
Hackers employ legitimate tools and user behavior to inﬁltrate networks and compromise assets
Organizations are still vulnerable to attacks despite the modern security controls and processes in place

Our APT Simulation Platform, HaXM, continuously exposes attack vectors,
from breach point to any organizational critical asset
The continuous loop of automated red teaming is completed by ongoing and
prioritized actionable remediation of security gaps
The platform addresses real user behavior, poor IT hygiene and security
exploits to expose the most critical blind spots

SIMULATE · VALIDATE · REMEDIATE · REPEAT

APT attack scenarios
true to your
organization’s network

Comprehensive
up-to-date attack
techniques

Auto-reports
prioritize actionable
remediation

AUTOMATED AND CONTINUOUS

Fully secure and
invisible APT
simulation, 24x7

Visual mapping
highlights attack
paths

Quick easy
deployment on prem
or in the cloud

ONE STEP AHEAD OF THE HACKER… ALWAYS

ALWAYS KNOW
THE ATTACK PATHS

REDUCE YOUR IT
HYGIENE RISK

Continuously identiﬁes attack
vectors to your target assets 24×7
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RECEIVE REPO
RTS &
PRIORITIZE RE
MEDIATION

Delivers the big lift in IT hygiene

Prioritizes actionable remediation

Addresses the whole spectrum of
real user behavior and exploits

OPTIMIZE YOUR
CYBER RESOURCES

MAKE DATA-DRIVEN
DECISIONS

Generates prioritized actionable
remediation

Provides best practices and policies
with clear facts

Insights into security investments

Reports and dashboards

SUCCESSFULLY DEPLOYED IN ENTERPRISES WORLDWIDE
www.xmcyber.com

info@xmcyber.com

XM Cyber Israel Herzliya

+972 3 978 6668

XM Cyber USA New York

+1 888 3033001

XM Cyber Australia

+61 2 8880 0705

Sydney

Cervello

